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Abstract 

Two kinds of cascaded backward-adaptive predictor 
(forward formant-backward formant-forward pitch and 
backward formant-forward pitch) are investigated in this 
paper. We have analyzed and tested two important pa- 
rameters for the backward-adaptive formant predictor in 
these configurations: the update rate of the linear predic- 
tion coefficients and the analysis frame length. We have 
found that if the analysis frame length of the backward- 
adaptive formant predictor is shorter than the pitch pe- 
riod, the'backward prediction gain degrades rapidly. We 
have found that the average prediction gain for the slower 
update rates is close to the fast update one. The slower 
the update rate, the fewer the computations. Particu- 
larly, the backward predictor with slower update rate be- 
haves more like a linear filter. These new results provide 
a useful platform to explore the applications of back- 
ward adaptive prediction to  low bit-rate speech coders, 
in which the backward-adaptive formant predictor is cas- 
caded with a forward pitch predictor or the forward 
formant-backward formant-forward-adaptive pitch pre- 
dictor is used [I], [2]. 

1. Introduction 
Backward-adaptive linear prediction has been used 

in medium rate speech coders with high quality and 
low delay, such as 8-16 kb/s LD-CELP coders (de- 
lay less than 2 ms) [I], [3], [4]. A forward formant- 
backward formant-forward pitch predictor has been in- 
corporated into a 3 kb/s Single-Pulse Excitation/Code- 
Excited Linear Prediction(SPE/CELP) coder to  improve 
the speech quality while maintaining almost the same bit- 
rate [2]. Backward-adaptive filters form their updates 
from the reconstructed signal(availab1e to both the coder 
and decoder). No side-information need be transmitted. 
Forward-adaptive filters base their updates on the input 
signal and, hence, need explicit transmission of the filter 
Parameters. - 
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In a conventional forward-adaptive formant predic- 
tor, the shorter the analysis frame length, the higher the 
prediction gain. However, the shorter the analysis frame 
length, the more the side-information to be transmit- 
ted. A fast update forward-adaptive formant predictor 
(sample-by-sample update) performs better than a slow 
update predictor. The update rate or the analysis frame 
length are determined by the available bits for the side- 
information transmission. 

By contrast, if the analysis frame length of the 
backward-adaptive formant predictor is shorter than the 
pitch period, the backward prediction gain decreases 
rapidly. Therefore, the analysis frame length must be 
larger than the pitch period. 

We have compared the prediction gain of the 
backward-adaptive formant predictor in two configura- 
tions with different update rates of the coefficients vary- 
ing from sample-by-sample to  a block length of 40 sam- 
ples. tVe have found that the average prediction gain for 
the slower update rates can be close to the fast update 
one. The slower the update rate, the fewer the com- 
putations. Particularly, the backward predictor with the 
slower update rate behaves more like a linear filter. These 
new results provide us a useful platform to explore the a p  
plications of backward adaptive prediction to low bit-rate 
speech coders [l] ,[2]. 

In the following, we first introduce the analysis model 
of the backward-adaptive formant predictor. Then, we 
will describe the analysis window length and the update 
rate of the backward-adaptive formant predictor. Finally, 
we give the pitch prediction gain of these configurations: 
forward formant-backward and forward pitch predictor 
and backward formant-forward pitch predictor. 

2. The backward-adaptive formant 
predictor 

There are well-known algorithms for the backward- 
adaptive predictor, such as the Least Mean Square (LMS) 
Method, etc. [5] .  The backward adaptation algorithm 
used in our study is different from LMS. An analysis 
model for calculating the prediction coefficients of the 
backward-adaptive formant predictor with a transversal 
implementation is illustrated in Fig. 1. The input signal 
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Fig. 3 The Forward Formant-Backward 
Formant-Formant Pitch Predictor 

are a series of pitch pulses in the residuals of the first 
forward formant predictor for the voiced segments. If the 
data analysis window is shorter than the pitch period, the 
difference between these two correlation matrixes could 
be quite large. Therefore, the prediction gain of the 
backward predictor falls down sharply. 

Several speech segments of male and female speak- 
ers have been tested to  calculate the backward prediction 
gains. The forward prediction gains are also noted for 
comparison. Both of the backward and forward predic- 
tion gains for different data  analysis window lengths are 
listed in Table 1. The pitch for the tested male voiced 
segments is about 77 samples. The backward prediction 
gain is 5.03 dB for 10th order backward predictor of 80 
sample window length. The corresponding forward pre- 
diction gain is 5.99 dB. However, the backward prediction 
gains degrade rapidly, when the window length is shorter 
than the pitch period of 77 samples for male speech. The 
backward prediction gains go down to -10.7 dB for the 
male speech and to -0.64 dB for the female speech (pitch 
period of 36 samples) with the data analysis window of 
12 samples. However, the forward prediction gain reaches 
to the highest values of 11.4 dB and 12.8 dB respectively. 
For these tests, the backward predictors use covariance 
algorithm to produce the prediction coefficients. 

In the backward formant-pitch filter the input signal 
for the backward-adaptive formant predictor is the orig- 
inal speech signal. We have tested the prediction gains 
using different data analysis window lengths with sample- 
by-sample update rate. The backward prediction gain 
goes as high as 21.5 dB for female speech and 19.8 dB for 
male speech, if the analysis window has 110 samples and 
the backward predictor is 10-th order. The backward pre- 
diction gains degr;rde rapidly down to 11.5 dB and 11.4 
dB respectively, when the window length is shorter than 
the corresponding pitch period. For these tests, the back- 
ward predictors use autocorrelation algorithm to produce 
the prediction coefficients. 

Prediction Gain ( dB ) Male 
r - .  - 1 

Table 1 Prediction Gain of the Backward 
Formant Predictor for LP-10 Residuals 
(Male speech). Each row shows the 
average prediction gain for voiced 
frames 

I Male Speech I Female Speech 
Order I Framesize I PGain(dB) I PGain(dB) 

Table 2 Prediction Gain of the 
Backward-adaptive Predictor for Male 
and Female Speech with different data 
analysis window length. 

4. Update rate of the backward-adaptive 
formant predictor 

We have tested the backward prediction gains with 
different update rates of the prediction coefficients. The 
fastest update rate calculates the prediction coefficients, 
based on sample-by-sample. Each time the data analysis 
window moves one sample forward. The slowest update 
rate computes the prediction coefficients, based on block- 
by-block, with block length of 40 samples. The results 
in Table 3 have shown that the prediction gains between 
the fastest update rate and the slowest are less than 0.8 
-2.5 dB. 

Table 3 Prediction Gain of the 
Backward-Adaptive Predictor of 
different update rates. The data 
analysis window has 110 samples. 

5. Cascaded backward-adaptive formant 
predictor with pitch filter 

Two kinds of cascaded backward-adaptive formant 



6. CONCLUSIONS 
1 Update Rate I Backward 1 Pitch I 
I (samples) I PGain (dB) I P Gain(dB1 1 

Speech 

20 

Table 5 Pitch prediction gains with different 
update rates of the Backward 
Formant-Forward Pitch predictor 
configuration. 

Backward-adaptive F o m d  Pitch 
Formant Predictor Predictor 

with pitch filter have been used in the low-bit rate speech 
coder, as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The Backward Formant- 
Forward Pitch predictor, as shown in Fig. 4, is employed 
in a Low-Delay 8 kb/s speech coder[l]. We have studied 
the pitch prediction gains for both configurations with 
different update rates of the backward-adaptive formant 
predictor and fixed data analysis length of 110 samples. 
The pitch prediction coefficients and pitch lag are deter- 
mined by minimizing the mean square error of the pitch 
predictor[6]. Pitch parameters are updated with 20 sam- 
ples (2.5 ms). Results for the voiced segments are shown 
in Table 4 and 5. We have found that the pitch predic- 
tion gains for both configurations are still very high, be- 
cause the backward-adaptive formant predictor removes 
only the short term redundancy. Therefore, both config- 
urations can be successfully applied to a Code-Excited 
Linear Prediction coder. 

Fig. 4 The Backward Formant-Forward Pitch 
Predictor 
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Table 4 Pitch prediction gains with different 
update rates of the Forward 
Formant-Backward Formant-Forward 
Pitch predictor configuration. 
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We have analyzed and verified that if the data analy- 
sis window of the backward-adaptive formant predictor is 
shorter than the pitch period of the speech signal, the pre- 
diction gain of the backward predictor decreases rapidly. 
If the data analysis window is longer than the pitch pe- 
riod, the backward formant predictor can approach to 
an optimum forward predictor. This is an important pa- 
rameter for the design of the backward-adaptive formant 
predictor. Since the characteristics of speech signal is 
quasi-stationary in short segments (5 ms), the backward- 
adaptive formant predictor can reach high prediction gain 
a t  update rate of 20-40 samples (2.5-5 ms). Because of 
the nature of the backward adaptation, the fastest up- 
date rate of the prediction coefficients gives better per- 
formance. However, it increases the computation load 
greatly. Therefore, the slower update rate of the predictor 
parameters is a good compromise between the computa- 
tion load and prediction gain for the backward-adaptive 
formant predictor. 

Since a 10-th order forward-adaptive formant pre- 
dictor cannot remove all redundancy of the speech sig- 
nal, a second cascaded backward-adaptive formant pre- 
dictor can obtain addition prediction gain with no extra 
side-information as a non-linear predictor. The perfor- 
mance of the second backward-adaptive predictor is close 

' P "P -~+y 
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to a non-linear predictor [7]. The proposed configuration 
can be applied to a low bit-rate speech coder to improve 
its quality. We have incorporated the backward- a d a p  
tive formant synthesizer into a 3 kb/s SPEjCELP speech 
coder. It has shown that it can gain SNRreg,bJ improve- 
ments of 1.02 to 2.60 dB for some voiced frames[2]. e (n) 
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